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This paper outlines a framework for assessing commercial-sector DSM potential by integrating
engineering simulation models into DSM program planning analyses. While engineering models are
commonly used to define baseline building conditions through onsite survey assessments, they are rarely
used in the DSM planning process. The success of a utility's forecast of commercial-sector DSM
program impacts depends largely on accurately characterizing typical conditions. Such characterizations
can often times be difficult and controversial when a utility lacks basic primary data about its customers.

This framework draws on a prototype analysis that defines baseline building conditions. The first step is
to a utility's commercial sector by building types. The next step is to develop input parameters
that defme baseline conditions for in a service area. This
includes factors such as the average square footage, number of conditioned zones, intensities, and
structural orientation.

bUlllOllD2 baseline are established, end-use load characteristics are generated using
en';Zlneel]nJ~-IJ,as~~d thermal load models. To determine DSM program impacts, energy-efficiency measure
scenarios are Such scenarios are the result of adjustments to baseline parameters. For
eX~mU)le'l U2111tlIl2 intensities are reduced from 2.5 watts per square foot to 1.5 watts per square foot to
reflect ~he installation of T-8 bulbs and electronic ballasts. The result is a differential 8760 load shape for
each DSM measure. Such load shapes are then to a format that can be integrated
into economic and DSM program cost-effectiveness models.

Introduction

DSM a role in energy con-
and demand the of

programs in energy load and
selective new uses. A wen-founded to DSM
plann]mg d.raws on a process that includes
the four

@Establish a base case forecast

® DSM programs

@ Assess the cost effectiveness of the programs

It is often the case that much of the data to
conduct these four is limited, for the
commercial sector of many service areas. This
paper summarizes an approach that attempts to remedy

of this thermal load
models are used in a number of in assessing

commercial building energy use characteristics. However,
few if any comprehensive utility DSM plan-

studies the significant level of detail afforded
en$!IDt;,el1Ln2,-based thermal load models.

As of the ongoing least cost process in the
District of Columbia and Maryland, the Potomac Electric
Power Company (Pepco) conducts bi-annual analyses of
its DSM resource potentiaL In a recent update of DSM
resource potential for their service area, the authors
adapted a building prototype modeling technique to esti
mate the DSM resource potential within Pepco's commer
cial sector, which represents a large portion of its service
area sales and peak demande Prototyping is a common
technique for assessing energy use characteristics in
buildings. However, it is not often incorporated into DSM
planning efforts. We developed this approach in an effort
to more accurately portray estimates of DSM resource
potential in the commercial-sector of Pepco's service

Due to time and budget constraints and the



and Input

resulting from these options were developed by modifying
the baseline building characteristics and re-running the
simulations. These modifications reflect conditions
brought about through the implementation of various DSM
measures. The result was a differential 8760-hour load
shape for each DSM measure. These load shapes were
then compressed to a representative day-type format. The
differential load shape was then used as an input to the
DSM measure economic screening. This screen helps to
identify measures that are economically attractive. Once
measures were screened for economics (incorporating
Pepco's avoided costs), passing measures were bundled
into various appropriate DSM programs. Input parameters
reflecting these programs were then fed into the simula
tion model and new differential load shapes were
generated-this time for DSM programs. These load
were then fed into an economic analysis of the DSM
programs.

The first in the analysis was to determine what
building types were to be included in the analysis. This
determination was on the of

data sources~ To conduct this analysis, we drew
upon data sources class load research
sample, master-metered apartment load

various commercial surveys, 1988 floor space
data for customers, data to
commercial load as wen as studies
and from DSM assessments in the
District of Columbia and Based on extensive
review of these data with dis-
cussions with
were selected for the n1"()to·tvr:~e aJtlal'VSlS:

@ 1: Define Baseline Conditions

ethodology

3: L#"""''l''lWl~.'''''''BU' DSM Measure Scenarios

To conduct the

This paper describes an approach for incorporating
thermal load characteristics of DSM measures directly into
DSM planning assessments. OUf presentation by no means

aU of the elements of a comprehensive DSM
plannJi11g framework but rather focuses on the process of
integrating engineering-based into the DSM
plannIng. The paper is outlining the method-

for the and then describes the
c:....njOJ·I'1ia-11' the 'six taken to conduct the analysis. The
paper then some conclusions about the usefulness
of this a:or»r02Lch.

DSM resource assessments are typically difficult to do for
the commercial sector. This is due to the diversity of
commercial buildings and the lack of detailed data that
most accurately characterizes energy usage conditions.
Pepco's effort, as outlined in this paper, reflects a new
methodology for conducting DSM planning studies that
provides a relatively high level of resolution. Such
resolution can be valuable for DSM planners at utilities,
research organizations, and regulatory agencies as they
contemplate the reasonableness of specific DSM programs
in the commercial sector.

experimental nature of this approach, we limited the study
to a portion of Pepco's commercial sector.

@ 2: Run Baseline Simulations

4: Re-run Simulations with DSM Measures offices demand

5: Bundle Measures into DSM 1SJ~.f""l,.nr*,lI'l!~1O

@ 6: Re-run Simulations with DSM ~r()'2r(lLms

offices peak demand

sizes)

@ hotels

@ derrmnd >

A element in the selection of the "large"
types lies in the fact that all buildings of this type are
included in class load research Therefore,
for each of these pco nrc)vlc1ed weU!btec1

load for selected months of the sample year

The first was to defme baseline conditions. Baseline
conditions what is typical for a absent
any DSM measures or actions that be taken. Deter-

baselule conditions involves the OUlllCUlD2

that will be assessed for the and developing
such as average square footage and

number of conditioned zones for the analysis. The next
was to run baseline simulations through an hourly

load simulation modeL Once baseline conditions and end
use load characteristics were for each OUJL1CilLDJZ

DSM measure scenarios were run. The
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Run Baseline SimulationsStep

are similar to the DOE-2
HVAC

The model utilized in this to carry out the analyses
necessary to determine the baseline conditions and the
energy and demand for selected DSM technolo
gies and programs was the ADM-2 energy simulation
modeL2 The ADM-2 program is an
energy analysis engineering model capable of simulating

and annual energy use by end use in
bUllldJLn9;S. The program can simulate a building containing
a maximum of ten zones with up to ten different HVAC
svstenlS and operational schedules.. The general method

and accuracy of the program
~U'HlIli"QH:1 model for the

'lII'flI"'l,,...1i"'lI""' .....1t'·ot'.t::iI,rl in the modeL

however, this approach would have greatly compounded
the number of simulation runs necessary to the
objectives of the projecto

Table 1 provides a general overview of the baseline
electric energy end-use distribution and input parameter
assumptions for the buildings analyzed in the D.C. portion
of this study.1 The table summarizes energy use character
istics, the building's physical characteristics, the lighting
and HVAC configurations, and the miscellaneous equip
ment connected load assumptions.

The next step in the analysis was to run baseline
simulations 0 The starting for each case was the
description of the building prototype as defined in Step 1e

These data were then transformed into the appropriate
for the engineering modeL Iterative simulations of

the base case were carried out in order to benchmark and
fine-tune the energy use results.. These results were
reconciled to average energy use and metered load
data to ensure that the prototype results as
closely as possible, the energy use characteristics of
similar buildings in the service areRe

control and usage@ Connected

as wen as for the system peak day. These data were in
valuable in reconciling the baseline simulation results to
the energy and peak constraints of actual representative
whole-building loads. In other words, the load research
data provided an important means by which to quantify
and benchmark the amount of energy use as well as the
typical profiles of energy use.

bUlldrnuz types were defined, the next step was to

parameters for the simulation modeling ..
involved definition of baseline characteristics for

bUIldUrl2S in Pepco's service area0 For each typical
bUllldlO,g, it was necessary to address the compo-
nents energy use.. These included:

@ Connected eCj1npJrneltlt and loads and usage
schedules

BUlletm$! v!!J~,1.lla~R.vJ...t and occupancy characteristics

The definition of the prototypes for the first four building
types implies that the analyses apply only to a portion of
the total population for each building of this type. These
portions do, however, represent a large share of Pepco's
total commercial-sector energy use and DSM potential.
Indeed, the combination of buildings selected for this
analysis represented approximately 35% of Pepco's D.C.
commercial-sector sales in 1990.. Figure 1 provides a
representation of the weighted metered weekday and
system peak day load shape data for the four large build

types selected for this study in the D.C. portion of
service area.

@ and ventilation svstenlS

@ shell characteristics

Data derived from the sources indicated were
utilized to characteristics.
These characteristics were then revised and refined
thriou~~h review and consultation with staff and also

means of iterative simulations and of the
results with the metered data~

To account· for in and
fuel the prototypes were divided into multiple zones
associated with specific HVAC technologies. As such, the

do not represent typically existing building
COIlditlon.s~ but are defmed to account for the "average"

it would have been possible to define
for each type;

Execution of the ADM-2 model involves tow phases, or
passes, each of which performs a specific portion of the
analysis. The first phase (LOADS) consists of algorithms
to calculate hourly heating and cooling loads associated
with the physical and operational characteristics of the
building. The second phase (SYSTEMS) simulates the
behavior of the HVAC distribution system and calculates
the energy load placed on the plant or HVAC source
equipment at each hour of the day.. A wide variety of
system types and control configurations can be modeled
using the program. This provides the to
create prototypes that are typical representations of the
'll"'t".In,lll""·!I"1IIh, of conditioning system found in bUlldUl2:S~



PEPCO - DISTRICT - LOAD SHAPES
GOVERNMENT OFFICES - AVERAGE WEEKDAY

05 20 3.5 5.0 6.5 8.0 9.5 11.0 125 14.0 155 17.0 1B.5 200 21.5 230

HOUR

PEPCO - DISTRICT LOAD SHAPES
HOSPITALS - AVERAGE WEEKDAY

20 35 50 6.5 8.0 9.5 11.0 125 14.0 155 17.0 18.5 200 21.5 230

HOUR

PEPCO - DISTRICT - LOAD SHAPES
PRIVATE OFFICES - AVERAGE WEEKDAY

0.5 20 3.5 50 6.5 8.0 9.5 11.0 125 14.0 15.5 17.0 19.5 200 21.5 230

HOUR

PEPCO - DISTRICT - LOAD SHAPES
HOTELS - AVERAGE WEEKDAY

as 20 3.5 5.0 6.5 9.0 9,5 11.0 125 14,0 15.5 17.0 19.5 200 21.5 23.0

HOUR

ure 1~ WhOle-}jlAtllatng Metered Load Four Building

as wen as to utilize the different
to create scenarios for DSM an~alVSlS

The results from the simulations were processed
into average and peak for compari-
son with the metered data. 2 depicts the weekday

standard average load resulting from the
baseline simulations of the "large If building types relevant
to this for the D.C. of the Pepco service
area. 3

ru.tUU\.a~ll the metered load shapes and those obtained from
the ADM-2 simulation show reasonable agreement, differ
ences did exist in several areas, particularly in the
shoulder and periods of the day. In general the

3,,26 - BarraI' at sl..

simulation-based load profiles were lower than the
metered data for these periods. These differences are
1l"\'t·1·1!1l'1~1M I" due to the fact that the simulation prototypes are

not able to completely capture the effect of diversity in
equipment types and operating schedules which occurs
naturally in the population of buildings. Another reason
for the differences lies in the utilization of the Washington
D.C. Typical Meteorological Year weather data
for the simulations, while the metered load shapes are
representations of energy use for 1990.. On the whole,
however, the simulations performed for this study
rendered reasonable results and provided. sufficient detail
and accuracy for use in the DSM analysis process.
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measures were selected for the prototype analysis. This
distinction was made to take of the strengths of
the simulation program, namely the thermal load and
HVAC energy calculations. Also, lighting level reductions
were assumed in the of the DSM measure
ansLlvSlS to account for the thermal interactions between
Hf!lltrnuz and HVAC loads~

easure Scenarios

and other

Develop DS

A nu.mber of DSM measures for each DUllCUI12 type
were considered the course of this These
measures were to a process
which resulted in the of many DSM measures
due to customer

a subset of these



ADM2 GENERATED AVERAGE LOAD SHAPES
DC - GOVERNMENT OFFICE; - AVG. WEEKDAY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

HOUR

ADM2 GENERATED AVERAGE LOAD SHAPES
DC - HOSPITAL - AVG. WEEKDAY

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 '17 18 19 20 2'1 22 23 24

HOUR

ADM2 GENERATED AVERAGE LOAD SHAPES
DC - PRIVATE OFFICE - AVG. WEEKDAY

1 2 3 " 5 {3 1 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2'1 22 23 24

HOUR

ADM2 GENERATED AVERAGE LOAD SHAPES
DC - HOTEl- AVG. WEEKDAY

, 2 :3 4 5 6 ., 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

HOUR

2» Simulated Baseline Load Four Types

A number of other measures not related to the HVAC and
~'lIn~"IIt'1~&tT end-uses were included in the simulation
processo These measures were applicable in to
the and motor loads under the
"othern end-use in the results Since energy use by
these end-uses was calculated within the simulation
program by means of a connected load and usage profiles,
... .lL'Lll.~.........""",.,"'" from these measures were estimated by means of
peJrce:uUlge reductions in the base connected load and/or in
the case of the measure by means of a reduc
tion in the usage factor. 4 Estimates of these reduction
factors were utilized directly in the simulation process.

Table 2 contains a of DSM measures con-
for nrC)totvi:le analysis across all building

3"28 - BarraI' et 81"

Those measures actually simulated are indicated an
"X" in the appropriate column. As indicated earlier,
impacts from the remaining DSM options were either
estimated at the measure level or rejected in the qualitative
screen. Some of the measures included in the prototype
analysis were applicable to a new construction
prototype scenario run for each building type. For
example, the addition of wall insulation is not generally a
cost-effective measure in existing buildings due to high
installation costs.
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Step Re-Run Simulations ith DSM
Measures

Once the baseline were the
simulation of individual measures was

the parameters or
to the measure in question. To

model the effects of the DSM measures, modifi
cations were made in the baseline conditions. An exa.mple
of the of modifications is included in Table 3.

Calculation of the kWh and kW 1Il...-...... ""' ..... *" .... for each DSM
measure scenario were
sut)tractu12 the results of the "DSM" case from those of
the "base" case~ These DSM differential or fidelta fl cases
were made for each day, and
for annual energy use. files generated from
processing the 8760-hourly data from each case were
imported into a spreadsheet template~ For each
DSM measure case, data from the 8760-hour

file were into a format
energy use for each hour of an average
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and demand benefits were quantified using
n"1I~'t"0'1n~1 costs of energy and this
some measures failed a benefit-cost test and thus were
discontinued from further assessments

The next in the analysis was to bundle passing DSM
measures into ways that the measures could be delivered
to the commercial Since our analysis was
limited to commercial buildings, only three DSM
program categories were deemed appropriate: IIIJA .."l.JO ..... ,..... Il-" ......

rebates for lighting measures (named Commercial
Lighting Pepco), customized incentives for retrofit and
replacement HVAC markets (named Comprehensive
Rebates Pepco) and a comprehensive new construction
program (named New Building The

task in 5 was to which measures passing

and weekend for the months of
These months were selected. to match the

data and to
and summer months In

on which demand occurred
in the summer and the winter were
selected from each file. For these the total
energy use for each as well as the energy end
use for each hour was selectedo The end-uses defined were
.u....,"'.Il..LIl.JI..~., ...,"",J....,Jfdll..1U.l::. .. HVAC energy & UUll.lIU'I:'J ..

A.LJ:;;;.JII.JI.~.'Uu."'"''1 exterior domestic water heating,
refrl~!eratIO]i1, \.;~lJV.li.'I>.A.IlJliJI:;;" and other energy use. each

file was to delta cases for each
month of the year as well as the annual total.

The estimated delta case load itnpacts were then analyzed
in an economic modeL The model compares the
estimated lifetime energy and demand (leW)

attributable to DSM
measures to the cost of and installing the
measure. values associated with lifetime energy

3,,30 - BarraI' at al



the economic screens were most suitable for each program
category$

DSM programs ~geted to commercial customers
requires comprehensiveness and flexibility$ As we were
identifying applicable DSM programs during this step, we
recognized that several DSM measures could be packaged
effectively into one program$ This is based on the notion
that large commercial customers will typically adopt
multiple DSM measures if they are going to participate in
a DSM program. DSM programs generally involve a
group of measures packaged together$ The savings and
load impacts from the DSM measure packages are not
equal to the sum of the impacts from the individual
actions, due to interactive effects$ For this reason,
estimates of program impacts were simulated throu.gh the
prototype process~

annual energy reductions by season and peak summer
demand reductions, were representative of a typical par
ticipating commercial customer~ Often times, this assump
tion is necessary to conduct DSM planning and cost
effectiveness assessments~ However, utility planners are
faced with the dilemma of not having utility-specific data
to support this assumptions This is where integrating
engineering-based results became a valuable tool for
Pepcos Combined with DSM program data parameters
including customer participation, rates, projected free
rider rates, incremental equipment cost, incentive levels,
program administrative costs, and Pepco's avoided costs
and commercial rates, Pepco was able to determine
program cost effectiveness .with a relatively level of
confidence~

onclusions

The next

Endnotes

1 and 2, note
30-minute
therefore,

repre-

The process described in this paper can be
effectively used to DSM resource potential
estimatess This approach works on the hypothesis that
prototype buildings represent typical conditions in a

service area. Assuming this hypothesis is true, an
engineering-based approach to DSM resource planning is

apDlea!lln2;s It enables DSM to the
load of various DSM measures and programs
without to conduct elaborate and surveys
of the commercial sector"

1. Note that an &&1ni"1~~§I"T separate prototype was
conducted. for service area. Results
reported here only those for the D"C~

of the study.

This paper has described an approach fOl" mcon:)or~:ltllJU!

thermal load characteristics of DSM measures directly into
DSM assessments~ Our presentation has illus-
trated how models can transparently be

into a comprehensive DSM planning frame
work~ Such analyses can be useful when utilities are in
need of comprehensive DSM but lack
much of the data that captures the specific
characteristics of their commercial sectors$

2. The ADM-2 model was ae"eUlDea and
is supported by ADM Associates, Inc~

3 & When the in
that 1 was created
increments of measured data
appear smoother than the
senteel the simulation results in

Step 6: RemRun Simulations ith DS
Programs

in the process was to re-run the simulations
made to the baseline file

in 1$ These reflected the
of DSM measures that the

economic scr~eenm2 models~ Table 4 one examp.le
of the made for the Rebate

For each DSM program run, the 8760-hoUf
files were into the same average-day

format as 4~ Differential load shape data were then
utilized as to assess the cost effectiveness of
commercial-sector DSM programs in
DSM resource assessmenL

Integrating Engineering-Based
esults

As described three DSM program were
considered suitable for the results of the
thermal load simulations into DSM program cost effective
ness assessments~ The Commercial program
n'll"r,,'\rajr1~C! eql.Upltneltlt rebates for the installation of energy

The Rebates
nr(lVl~1e~ financial incentives for the installation

~?'Ilt:llI,'Jl"ll.,n,,_t:S.1"1"1l/""1l<:J&~"Ilj" HVAC in com-

OUlllC1J1Il2S~ The New program pro-
assistance and financial incentives for the

and installation of energy efficient in
new construction and renovation projects.

The process of results from 1-6 involved
more art than science. This is due to the fact that we were

that the load taken in the form of



40 The usage factor is defined as the number of minutes
during the hour the compressor operates divided by
60. This value is a measure of the amount of refriger-
ation 1I.J v '-~ 8 8 ~ R~ •
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